JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. In several search tasks, the amount of practice on particular combinations of targets and distractors was equated in varied-mapping (VM) and consistentmapping (CM) conditions. The results indicate the importance of distinguishing between memory and visual search tasks, and implicate a number of factors that play important roles in visual search and its learning. Visual search was studied in Experiment 1. VM and CM performance were almost equal, and slope reductions occurred during practice for both, suggesting the learning of efficient attentive search based on features, and no important role for automatic attention attraction. However, positive transfer effects occurred when previous CM targets were re-paired with previous CM distractors, even though these targets and distractors had not been trained together. Also, the introduction of a demanding simultaneous task produced advantages of CM over VM. These latter two results demonstrated the operation of automatic attention attraction. Visual search was further studied in Experiment 2, using novel characters for which feature overlap and similarity were controlled. The design and many of the findings paralleled Experiment 1. In addition, enormous search improvement was seen over 35 sessions of training, suggesting the operation of perceptual unitization for the novel characters. Experiment 3 showed a large, persistent advantage for CM over VM performance in memory search, even when practice on particular combinations of targets and distractors was equated in the two training conditions. A multifactor theory of automatization and attention is put forth to account for these findings and others in the literature. Attention and automatism have been studied extensively for over 100 years. Separating attentive and automatic processes has proved difficult (for one summary, see Shiffrin, 1988), and the numerous studies have led to many theories and proposed mechanisms. One approach to distinguishing these processes, used in the research reported in this article, involves extended training. The general idea is that attentive limitations are a permanent feature of the cognitive system, but automatic processes can be learned when conditions are appropriate. Although we are primarily interested in visual search, the fact that training effects in visual search have been treated analogously to those in memory search leads us to examine both paradigms. Experiments 1 and 2 employ a visual search paradigm, in which the subject searches a display of items for the presence of a predefined target. Experiment 3 employs a memory search paradigm, in which the subject compares a single display item with a set of multiple targets held in memory. One important implication of our results is the finding that the type of training plays somewhat different roles in these two types of search tasks.
Although we are primarily interested in visual search, the fact that training effects in visual search have been treated analogously to those in memory search leads us to examine both paradigms. Experiments 1 and 2 employ a visual search paradigm, in which the subject searches a display of items for the presence of a predefined target. Experiment 3 employs a memory search paradigm, in which the subject compares a single display item with a set of multiple targets held in memory. One important implication of our results is the finding that the type of training plays somewhat different roles in these two types of search tasks.
Current theories of visual search have often emphasized the roles played by the characteristics of the stimuli, or by training, but do not typically address the interaction between training effects and the similarity relations among the stimuli. Determining the nature of this interaction may be critical for unifying a diverse body of data on visual search. We propose that in visual search, stimulus characteristics determine to a large degree whether extended training leads to increased efficiency of serial comparison mechanisms, or automatic detection of targets. The research reported here focuses on identifying the basic mechanisms by which stimulus characteristics might influence search efficiency and training effects under different conditions of perceptual similarity. The role of stimulus familiarity, at the level of the individual stimulus and at the level of the stimulus set, is also investigated. We propose a theory that incorporates several factors influencing search efficiency and provides a unified explanation for a variety of visual search data.
The role of stimulus characteristics in visual search
Stimulus characteristics in visual search tasks have been most strongly emphasized by Treisman in her feature integration theory of visual search (Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Treisman & Gormican, 1988) and by Duncan and Humphreys (1989) . An essential assumption of these theories is that the more dissimilar a target is from its distractors, the faster and more automatic target detection will be. The theories differ, however, in their specific conceptions of similarity and in the predictions they make with respect to search efficiency under specific conditions. Treisman, for example, predicts that search for a target that is distinguished from its distractors on the basis of some basic feature, such as color or line orientation, will be automatic and preattentive. Search for targets that can be distinguished from their distractors only on the basis of a conjunction of these basic features will require attentive, serial processing (Treisman & Gelade, 1980; see Triesman & Gormican, 1988 , for an alternative version of the theory).
Individual stimuli changed roles from trial to trial, with a target on one trial likely to be a distractor on the next trial, and vice versa. CM training tended to produce search at a faster rate, and responding was more automatic and less demanding of attentive capacity. VM training tended to produce no changes and was associated with limitedcapacity search at a slower rate. Shiffrin and Schneider (1977) developed a theory of automatization and attention and used it to explain training effects. They proposed that consistent training in visual search led to the development of a tendency for targets to attract attention automatically and for distractors to repel attention automatically. Evidence in favor of the attention attraction hypothesis includes the following: (a) Attention may be attracted to a previously trained target even when that target is no longer relevant and is in a known-to-be-irrelevant display position ; (b) reversal of distractor and target sets causes great reduction in performance ; (c) transfer to a new task, in which either targets or distractors are retained but the other set is replaced by new items (or previous VM items), is quite good (Dumais, 1979) .
Among the most important criticisms of automaticity theory are those put forth by Fisher and his associates (Fisher, 1982 (Fisher, , 1984 (Fisher, , 1986 Shiffrin and Schneider's (1977) claim that consistentmapping training leads to visual search that is unlimited in capacity and qualitatively different from visual search associated with variedmapping training. Fisher's data suggest that visual search is unlimited only up to a small load (usually four), even in CM tasks. The evidence came from CM, multiple-frame, visual search tasks. Fisher (1986) has also identified a confound in previous research contrasting CM and VM training. In the typical experiment, researchers have equated the number of training trials in the CM and VM conditions. Because there are on average more targets in the VM condition, however, there are proportionally fewer training trials on any particular target-distractor combination. An advantage of consistent over varied mapping may emerge because of the disproportionate amount of training given to target-distractor combinations in CM conditions. Such reasoning led Fisher (1986) to develop the feature overlap model of visual search. According to this model, the critical determinants of search efficiency are the degree of featural overlap between a target and a given set of distractors, and the amount of training on particular targetdistractor combinations.
A critical assumption of Fisher's (1986) model is that CM and VM search tasks involve the same fundamental processing mechanisms. In both CM and VM search, stimuli are filtered through a series of parallel, limited-capacity feature detectors arranged in a hierarchical structure. Figure 1 shows the basic structure of the model. The fundamental idea is that a feature is chosen, and distractors inconsistent with it are eliminated in parallel (Level 1); then another feature is chosen (Level 2), and so forth, until one stimulus or no stimuli are left. Each level has a capacity limitation (increasingly strict at higher levels), and items that exceed the capacity must wait for a processor to come free. For each display item, the features are matched in the same fixed order, but asynchronously, so at a given time different features might be in the process of being matched to different items. That is, the sequence of feature matches might proceed faster for one item than another.
To optimize performance in such a system, the subject must order the sequence of features searched in terms of diagnosticity. Figure 1 shows the implications for search efficiency associated with using an optimal (Panel 2) versus a nonoptimal (Panel 3) feature sequence. It is clear that target-distractor similarity plays a role, because fewer feature checks will be necessary with greater dissimilarity. Pashler (1987) has shown that it can be the anticipated set of possible distractors rather than the particular set on a given trial that is crucial in determining search performance. This finding is consistent with Fisher's model, because the order of feature usage will be determined by the set of potential displays.
Distractor-distractor similarity plays a role, because increasing overall similarity of the potential distractor set allows fewer feature checks en route to discriminating these from the target.
Training effects occur, according to this theory, because subjects gradually learn an optimal feature sequence as they gain experience with particular target-distractor combinations. The model also provides an explanation for the robust findings of differences between CM and VM tasks in previous experiments: Fisher (1986) attributes these differences to the confound between consistency of mapping and the number of training trials on particular target-distractor combinations. The greater experience with particular combinations in CM may lead not only to faster learning of optimal sequences, but may even allow useful features to be noticed and used in CM that may be missed in VM. The feature overlap model is important in that it accounts for both similarity effects and training effects in a single model of visual search. To the extent that Fisher is able to specify the functional features in his model, it also promises to have higher testability than more descriptive models of similarity in visual search. 
Operation of Fisher
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We designed several studies to determine whether training influences visual search performance primarily through the development of automatic target detection or through increased efficiency of a fast, serial search mechanism. By controlling for the confound noted by Fisher (1986), we were able to establish that both factors play important roles. In the course of these investigations, we examine the idea that stimulus-set familiarity exerts an important influence on visual search performance. It is the interaction of training and familiarity effects that is the main focus of our article.
Familiarity effects may be crucial at the level of the individual stimulus, and also at the level of the stimulus set as Fisher (1986) has suggested. In Experiment 1, we discover differences between groups given identical training that seem to be based solely on subjects' familiarity with the stimuli within sets. This finding is generally in agreement with Fisher's (1986) prediction that subjects develop optimal search strategies with sufficient training on a given set of targets and possible distractors. In Experiment 2, we probe the nature of familiarity effects further by training subjects to search for unfamiliar (novel) characters. Based on the results of Experiment 2, we conclude that familiarity effects at the level of the individual stimulus may also interact strongly with training. In addition, we see evidence in Experiment 1 for automatic search based on attention attraction, and in Experiment 2 for automatic unitization of the novel stimuli. The interaction of familiarity with training and the relation between automatic and attentive processes form the basis for our discussion of theories of visual search.
Tests of Training Theories
EXPERIMENT la
In Experiment la we examine visual search while controlling for the number of particular target-distractor combinations in both CM and VM. Automatism theory predicts that a CM search advantage should emerge during training (to the extent that automatization of attention occurs). According to Fisher's model, there should be no difference between VM and CM, because subjects are given equal amounts of training with particular target-distractor combinations in both conditions.
METHOD
Subjects
Eleven Indiana tUniversity students (4 male) were paid to participate.
Stimuli and apparatus
In all the studies reported in this article, characters were presented on a point-plot cathode-ray tube (a Tektronix 602 display with a p15 phosphor) under the control of a DEC PDP 11/34 minicomputer. Characters were created by choosing positions in a rectangular grid 32 dots wide and 48 dots high, more or less in a line, with a little more than 40 dots per character. Random dot masks consisted of a random placement in the grid of the same number of dots. At a viewing distance of 61 cm, the characters subtended 0.33 width and 0.49? height. Circular displays of eight characters subtended about 3?. Displays with fewer than eight relevant characters were filled out with random dot masks.
Examples of possible stimulus sets used in Experiment 1 are listed in Table  1 . Three different stimulus sets were constructed, two CM sets (CM 1, CM2) and one VM set. One group of subjects received CM1 and VM, and the other group received CM2 and VM. In CM1, 4 CM targets are each paired with 3 unique distractor letters, making 12 distractors in all. In CM2, 4 target letters were each paired with 3 distractor letters, but each set of distractors was chosen from a total ensemble of 4 distractors, for 8 total letters in the CM2 set. The assignment of stimulus sets to conditions and groups was permuted across subjects.
In VM, four letters comprised the set, each of which changed roles from target to distractor from trial to trial. Therefore, in each condition (CM1, CM2, and VM) there were four combinations of target-to-distractor sets to be learned. Note, however, that controlling for this factor necessarily meant that the total number of letters to be dealt with in the conditions was ordered CM1 > CM2 > VM.
Design
The factors of mapping (CM1, CM2, and VM), display size (1, 2, 4, and 8), and the occurrence or not of the target letter in the display were randomized throughout each session. Also, for any subject receiving one set of Starting in Session 11, the factor of mapping was blocked in each session (to allow a better opportunity for VM-CM differences to appear; this manipulation did not appear to affect the results).
Procedure
After fixating their eyes upon the fixation x, subjects pressed a key and were presented with a single letter target for 1 s. The target was removed for 500 ms, at which time the circular display of letters appeared. Subjects were to search for the target letter and respond target present or absent as quickly and accurately as possible by keypress. Each session lasted approximately 1 hr. Subjects received feedback denoting errors.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A detailed review of the statistics and results may be found in Czerwinski (1988) . Only the important results and highlights are presented here. Performance improved for both groups for both CM and VM over sessions, but appeared to achieve asymptotic levels by Session 11. Thus a multifactor analysis of variance for repeated measures (ANOVA), including the independent variables of session, mapping, display size, and target presence, was performed on each group's RTs from Sessions 11-16.
The analyses revealed significant effects of session only for Group 2, F(5, 25) = 3.18, p < .05; for display size, F(3, 12) = 95.6, p < .001 (Group 1) and F(3, 15) = 355.95, p < .001 (Group 2); for target presence, F(1, 4) = 11.73, p < .05 (Group 1) and F(1, 5) = 22.6, p < .01 (Group 2). Significant interactions between stimulus-response mapping and display size were also obtained, but only for Group 2, F(3, 15) = 4.95, p < .05. This interaction indicates a small but significant CM advantage for Group 2. The interaction between display size and target presence was significant for both groups: F(3, 12) = 9.7, p < .01 (Group 1); and F(3, 15) = 7.08, p < .01 (Group 2), demonstrating that subjects have faster search times through large displays when a target is present. This makes sense if subjects are terminating search after finding a target or target feature in the display.
The corresponding analyses for the percent error by condition revealed a significant effect of display size: F(3, 12) = 16.67, p < .001 It is also to be noted that VM slopes became quite low, averaging around 15 and 13 ms per display item for negatives and positives, respectively. These VM slope values are much lower than those reported for other VM visual search conditions (e.g., Kristofferson, 1972), and they are lower than we have ever observed VM search slopes to be in our own laboratory. We used a smaller VM set than has been the case in most studies, a condition that may have contributed to this finding. The result suggests that subjects are able to learn something about the target and distractor combinations, even in VM, that allows them to set up an optimal strategy for searching on a given trial.
These findings may seem puzzling in light of data from Schneider and Shiffrin (1977), for example, demonstrating large differences between consistent and varied mapping after training. However, these findings occurred in hybrid tasks combining memory search and visual search. A closer look at their data reveals that most of the differences between VM and CM occur when memory set sizes were larger than one. The data from conditions with memory set size of one are much closer to the present data.
The CM-VM equality (at least in Group 1), the VM improvement with training, and the low asymptotic VM slopes suggest the operation of processes other than automatic attention attraction. Although Fisher's model handles these findings, there may be more to the story. For one thing, the equality of CM and VM performance may be Thus some automatic attention attraction may have been learned; indeed subjects reported the CM conditions to be subjectively easier than VM. Such observations led us to use transfer tasks to explore these possibilities in more detail.
EXPERIMENT lb
Starting in Session 17, subjects' target-distractor combinations were rearranged, keeping targets as targets and distractors as distractors. If subjects were employing a strategic feature comparison process as Fisher (1986) suggests, rearranging the combinations of targets to distractors should disrupt search to a large degree, regardless of the mapping condition, because the optimal feature comparison sequence must now be changed. For example, the horizontal bar on an H discriminates an H from an old distractor, V, but not from a new distractor, like E. According to automatism theory, however, if an automatic attention response (or other automatic target or nontarget response) had developed in CM, switching the target-distractor combinations should not disrupt search performance, because targets remain targets and distractors remain distractors. Thus CM targets could still attract attention, and distractors could still repel attention, automatically.
METHOD
Stimuli
For the first group of subjects (those receiving CM1), the distractor sets were changed by simply rotating the distractor-target pairings and re-pairing the targets with each other's distractors. This was done by re-pairing each old target with another target's three distractor letters, as illustrated in Table  2 . Subjects who were tested with the CM2 stimulus set had a more complicated re-pairing. Four new distractor letters and four new target letters were chosen. The new distractor letters were used as the new distractor set for the old target items. The old distractor set was then re-paired with the four new target items. Automatism theory would predict that subjects in CM1 should not be as disrupted during this transfer task as those in CM2, because CM2 subjects have new stimuli added to their sets, which neither attract nor repel attention. Finally, all subjects had four new letters added to their VM set, making eight items in the VM stimulus set. This was done to introduce new letters and combinations to VM as well as CM; it also allowed us to observe the effect of searching for new and old targets in VM. Table 3 gives the average slopes (and intercepts) for Day 16 of training (before the shift of stimuli) and Day 17 of training (after the shift of stimuli). The results show no evidence for disruption in the critical CM1 group. In fact, the slopes in the CM1 condition actually decreased in the session after transfer. The CM2 group showed some degree of disruption, but this was predicted by both models. Overall, subjects were faster in the CM conditions than in the VM conditions, and positive functions were faster than negative functions in both mapping conditions. Also note the increase in RT with an increase in display size for all conditions, although this increase is slightly less in the CM conditions. An ANOVA performed on the RT data for CM Groups 1 and 2 separately revealed a significant decrease in RTs across sessions, but Once again, it should be pointed out that VM slopes are still very low, around 15-22 ms even for new VM targets during search. This is the case even though the VM set size is now increased to eight items (subjects have received considerable training on four of these VM items already). It appears that subjects have learned how to search for particular VM target items, because slopes are much lower than the standard 30-40 ms usually reported in VM conditions, even after large amounts of training (Kristofferson, 1972; .
Design and procedure The design of Experiment lb is very similar to that of Experiment la (the blocking of CM and VM was continued
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As predicted by automatism theory, in this first session of transfer, CM Group 2, but not CM Group 1, is disrupted during search, because CM Group 2 subjects received new stimulus items during this phase of training, none of which had been trained to automatically attract or repel attention. In CM Group 1, old CM targets were re-paired with old CM distractors. Even though the targets were searched for through different displays, the targets had been trained to attract attention, and the distractors had been trained to repel attention, thus leading to less of a search decrement.
After their target-distractor pairings were disrupted, subjects might have switched strategies, because, on the average, the y-intercepts decreased, RTs for small displays decreased, and slopes increased somewhat. It is possible that a less efficient attentive search was adopted. Perhaps CM functions are faster overall than VM functions because automatic attention attraction supplements any controlled search process during these sessions. Meanwhile, subjects may have been attempting to learn the optimal feature comparison sequence for the new target-distractor pairings in all conditions, as Fisher suggests.
In summary, a significant CM search advantage was reported for these training sessions for the subjects in both Groups 1 and 2, in terms of a significant interaction between display size and mapping. This was true whether subjects searched for their old targets through different displays, or searched for new targets through familiar displays. Automatism theory accounts for this result because old CM targets remained targets, and old CM distractors remained distractors, hence allowing automatic attention attraction mechanisms to guide search performance in CM conditions. However, search for both CM and VM targets was disrupted, on the average, when new displays were introduced. This decrement in search performance is predicted by a model like Fisher's (1986), which assumes subjects are learning optimal feature comparison sequences during search for particular target-display combinations. It appears that subjects in this experiment are carrying out both automatic and controlled search.
Although the transfer tests showed evidence for the learning of automatic mechanisms in visual search, the CM-VM differences were not very large. It is possible that differential familiarity with stimuli in the three conditions helps reduce the observed differences. It is also possible that the small number of stimuli used in the study reduced capacity demands to the point where an attentive search could operate almost as efficiently as an automatic one. Based on this idea, a subsequent condition was tested in Experiment Ic, in which overall processing load was increased by adding a second concurrent task: memory search for numbers.
EXPERIMENT Ic
After some additional transfer conditions that will not be reported here, the same subjects were retrained for three sessions in the conditions of Experiment la, at which time the original performance levels were reached, and Experiment Ic commenced. According to Fisher's model, an extra load should cause the comparison rate to slow down for both CM and VM. Automatism theory, on the other hand, predicts a distinct search advantage for the two CM groups, owing to the operation of automatic attention attraction.
METHOD
Stimuli
The digits 1 through 9 were used in the memory search task, and a varied mapping of stimuli to responses was used. The memory items for the digit memory search were presented above the target letter for the visual search task, prior to the test phase of each trial. Either two or four digits were presented for memory search, and one letter was presented for visual search, prior to each test display. The subsequent search display contained either a digit or a random dot pattern mask at the center of fixation, and also a circle of eight positions. The circle either contained all masks or one, two, four, or eight letters replacing corresponding masks. The visual search stimulus sets were those used in Experiment la.
Design
The dual task design incorporated the visual search design of Experiment la. Half of the trials were dual task trials, on which test displays contained both a digit and a circle with one or more letters, and half of the trials were single task control trials. On single task control trials, subjects had to carry out either visual search for the target letter (when no digit appeared at the center of the test display) or memory search for the target digit (when only masks occurred around the circle). Note that subjects could not distinguish control and experimental trials until the test display was presented.
Both CM and VM conditions were included for the secondary, visual search task, but the memory search task was carried out using varied mapping throughout the experiment. Display sizes for visual search were one, two, four or eight letters, and memory set sizes were either two or four. Half of the trials in a session were target present, but only one of the two kinds of targets (memory search target or visual search target) was ever present on any given trial. So, for example, if a memory set digit target occurred in a dual task test display, a letter visual search target did not occur, and vice versa. This made 512 trials in each session, including four replications per condition. All factors were varied randomly within an experimental session, except for the mapping factor for visual search, so that the experiment was divided into two blocks by a break: CM and VM.
Procedure
Following presentation of a fixation x, upon which subjects were instructed to fixate their eyes and attention, they hit a key, and the target set (both visual and memory search targets) appeared. This was true for both single and dual task trials. When subjects had committed the memory and visual search targets to memory, they again pressed a key, and the test display appeared. Subjects were instructed to check first whether the digit was or was not a member of the memory set. If the digit was a target digit, subjects hit the YES DIGITS key (right index finger).
If the digit was not a member of the target set, subjects were told to search for the letter target through the circular display of letters. If the letter target was present, subjects were instructed to press the YES LETTERS key (left index finger). If neither target was present, subjects had to wait 4 s for the screen to be cleared. If the trial was a single task control trial, either the digit or the letter circle would be replaced by random dot pattern masks, and the subject knew which task to carry out. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results from the dual and single task conditions from this study showed similar patterns, but the visual-search-only condition is easiest to interpret, because strategies for partitioning search effort among the tasks do not need to be considered. Figure 4 shows the display size functions for the visual-search-only condition.
The results were illuminating in that for both groups a large CM search advantage was obtained in the secondary, visual search task. The CM slopes ranged from about 6 to 9 ms, and the VM slopes were about 17 to 18 ms. In Figure 4 , slopes were calculated using the visual display size only, so that the memory load was not taken into account during the slope estimation. However, the RT functions were calculated separately for the two different memory set size conditions (CM2 is CM, memory set size 2). Of course, only slopes for target present conditions could be estimated, because the task was GO-NO GO in design. Based on much previous research and the earlier An overall ANOVA, including the factors of session, mapping, display size, type of task (memory or visual search), number of items in the memory set, and whether or not the trial was a dual or single task trial, was carried out for all data. Most of the findings deal with aspects of the study other than the single task visual condition, and will not be reported (see Czerwinski, 1988 The CM advantage seen in this study provides further support for the view that the visual-search target letter can come to attract attention to itself automatically. More generally, the results support automaticity theory : When the system is taxed by the need to prepare to carry out two simultaneous search tasks, a difference between CM and VM performance reemerges on those trials that in fact require visual search only. CM search is assumed to involve both automatic attention attraction and a limited-capacity attentive component, perhaps occurring in parallel with the most efficient process governing performance. The idea is that the extra load does not affect automatic processes, but harms attentive search. Thus, the extra load harms the attentive component, but the automatic component is unaffected, and is able to compensate for impaired attentive search. This is not possible in VM in which there is no automatic component.
Together with the earlier results, these data point to several tentative conclusions. When the search task involves a small load, automatic target detection may be learned during consistent training. However, under conditions of small load and at least moderate levels of stimulus similarity, the efficiency of automatic search may be no higher, and possibly lower, than attentive search. If so, the availability of automatic attention attraction to supplement attentive search in the CM conditions may not improve performance much beyond that produced by attentive search alone, as in the VM condition. Later, when attentive search but not automatic search is made less efficient, either by changing the features required to discriminate items (Experiment Ib) or by increasing the memory load (Experiment Ic), then the advantages of automatic detection are seen more clearly.
Tests of Theories of Visual Search
We decided to explore feature models, familiarity, and automatism in visual search in more detail. If there are important effects of stimulus familiarity in visual search, as the results of Experiment la suggest, these should lead to large decrements in search for novel stimuli. Based on this reasoning, we decided to train subjects in a visual search task using novel characters constructed of conglomerates of what we hoped were discrete features. We constructed stimuli that had discrete features to test the assumption that similarity is represented in terms of featural overlap. If the assumptions of Fisher's (1986) feature overlap model and Treisman and Gelade's (1980) feature integration theory are correct, subjects should process letters at the level of individual features, and there should be little difference between search for these novel characters and search for familiar letters. The effects of training should also be similar. If letters are processed at the level of the whole character, however, and subjects can learn to unitize novel characters with repeated experience, there should be large differences in initial performance between novel and familiar stimuli, but these should dissipate over training.
To test the predictions of feature overlap models, we created stimuli that were high and relatively uniform in similarity, and for which featural overlap was matched both between and within the CM and VM sets. Each stimulus was conjunctively defined within a search set. Because target identification required a search for a conjunction of features, and because the stimuli were highly similar, search should be quite difficult. To the degree to which search efficiency is predicted solely by similarity or featural overlap, regardless of the training paradigm, search performance should also be identical in the two training conditions. Finally, to the degree to which subjects are using the designated features in visual search, Fisher's (1986) model should fail to predict training effects for these stimulus sets. Because any combination of two features in a stimulus should work equally well at discriminating the targets from the distractors, all feature comparison sequences should result in identical search performance.
We also examined the effect of manipulating similarity relations within the distractor set. Many researchers, including Duncan and Humphreys (1989), have found that using homogeneous distractor sets dramatically increases search efficiency. However, Duncan and Humphreys (1989) have identified two kinds of distractor similarity that must be distinguished: Interalternative distractor similarity may be defined as the overall similarity within the set of items that might be presented on a trial, regardless of the actual display on that trial; within-display distractor similarity may be defined as the similarity of the distractors actually displayed on a trial. There is clear evidence for the effect of interalternative similarity, and a number of fairly obvious explanations for such effects suggest themselves (e.g., see the earlier discussion of Fisher's model). However, effects of within-display similarity are well documented only for certain special cases, usually involving primitive feature differences, so a careful study of the effects of display similarity would be useful (especially because models like Fisher's have no particular basis for predicting such effects).
EXPERIMENT 2a
Three predictions guided our thinking. First, to the degree to which subjects always process stimuli at the level of individual features, even for familiar letters, training effects and asymptotic search performance for novel characters should be similar to search for letters. Second, assuming subjects were using the designated features, and because the stimulus sets were designed to ensure uniform feature diagnosticity, a processing model like Fisher's (1986) would predict no training effects (or at least highly attenuated effects). Third, effects of display similarity should lead to large differences in search for targets through homogeneous as opposed to heterogeneous displays.
METHOD
Subjects
Two female Indiana University students (one paid, one volunteer) participated in Experiment 2a for 50 sessions. Neither had participated in Experiment 1.
Stimuli and apparatus
The stimuli and apparatus were the same as for Experiment la, with the following exceptions: The basic grid dimensions were 30 dots wide by 60 dots high; there were 75 dots per character for stimuli and 84 dots per character for masks, of which 58 were used to make an outline rectangle for each character. The stimuli subtended 5?45' by 8?32' of visual angle, and the almost circular display subtended about 41?7' of visual angle. The stimuli were viewed at a distance of about 41 cm.
Each subject was assigned to two sets of stimuli. One set was assigned to CM training and one to VM training for each subject. The assignment of training conditions to the two sets was counterbalanced across the 2 subjects. The stimulus sets are shown in Figure 5 .
Each of the two sets was made up of four stimuli. Each stimulus consisted of a rectangular external frame and three nonintersecting internal line segments. These line segments were assumed provisionally to be the discrete features proposed by Fisher's (1986) feature overlap model. Given this assumption that the internal line segments were features, each stimulus was conjunctively defined within a stimulus set: No one feature uniquely defined a stimulus, but any two features distinguished a given stimulus from any possible distractor set. There was no featural overlap between the CM and VM sets.
Two sets of conjunctively defined stimuli s e t 1 7 [ Sett 2a7 7 Figure 5 . Stimuli for the novel stimulus experiment (Experiment 2a). One row was assigned to the VM condition for a subject, and the other row to the CM condition for that subject. Assignment of these sets was counterbalanced across subjects. No internal line segment was common to both sets, but any two stimuli within a set shared exactly one internal line segment.
Design
The design was a 2 x 2 x 2 x 8 x 4 factorial. The factors were consistency of mapping (CM or VM), display size (1 to 8), target presence or absence, and distractor homogeneity (homogeneous or heterogeneous distractors). There were four replications per condition, for 640 trials per session. Each session lasted approximately 1 hr. Consistency of mapping was blocked, with one block of CM training, and four blocks of VM training per session. The factors of target presence or absence, distractor homogeneity, and display size were randomized within each block, and the order of CM and VM blocks was randomized for each session.
Procedure
The procedure for Experiment 2a was similar to that of Experiment la. For a homogeneous trial, a distractor was chosen randomly, and every distractor used on that trial was identical to the chosen one. For a heterogeneous trial, distractors were chosen pseudorandomly so as to fill out the display size with as many different distractors (and as few repetitions of any one distractor) as possible.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
An ANOVA carried out for each subject's RT data separately revealed highly significant effects for the results discussed below (due to the large number of observations as well as the large effects), except where indicated otherwise. (The statistical details are omitted for ease of exposition.) There were large effects upon RT of display size, training, presence/absence, and homogeneity. These effects were also seen in the slopes, graphed in Figure 6 (showing average slopes across the 50 days of training).
Training had a relatively greater effect on CM slopes than on VM slopes. Separate analyses showed a VM advantage early in training, but VM and CM equality at asymptote. One possible explanation for this finding is that subjects were exposed to the VM stimuli four times as often as they were to the CM stimuli. As a result, up to four times as much training might be required for the CM stimuli to develop a given level of familiarity.
The asymptotic RTs are graphed in Figure 7 across display sizes. The set size functions are linear (especially for heterogeneous displays), with positive slopes one half negative slopes. Heterogeneous slopes were higher than homogeneous slopes, and the ratio of negative to positive slopes was higher for the heterogeneous condition. There were no differences between CM and VM.
In summary, the data show identical CM and VM slopes at asymptote (although VM slopes were lower early in training), heterogeneous slopes larger than homogeneous slopes, and enormous effects of training extending over 35-40 sessions (e.g., slopes in the negative CM heterogeneous condition dropped from over 240 ms to about 80 ms per item). The shape of the set size functions, the high slopes, even at asymptote (at least in the heterogeneous condition), and the asymptotic equality of VM and CM suggest that subjects are using limitedcapacity, self-terminating, attentive search, even after extensive training. Quite possibly the similarity of the stimuli made search sufficiently difficult that automatic search mechanisms could not operate efficiently enough to augment or supersede attentive search processes. The unusually large training effects suggest that there is something unique about the way subjects learn to process novel characters. One possible explanation for these effects is that subjects start out processing stimuli at the level of individual, separable features, but eventually learn to process the characters as unitary perceptual wholes. If subjects initially process stimuli at a feature level and later learn to process them holistically, the number of comparisons required to dis- Because subjects saw each VM stimulus four times as often as each CM stimulus, unitization may have been learned more quickly (another example of a familiarity effect). At least two alternative explanations for these data must be considered. One possibility involves changes in similarity with training: Perhaps stimuli are becoming more differentiated and less similar with training. Without independent assessments of similarity relations for these stimuli, this hypothesis is more descriptive than explanatory. In any event, such a change in similarity would be quite consistent with the perceptual unitization hypothesis. A second possibility involves the learning of feature comparison sequences that are increasingly more efficient (as in Fisher's 1986 model) . The design of the stimuli rules out this possibility if the features are the internal line segments, because exactly two features (any two) are necessary and sufficient to identify a target. However, it is possible that the features in this task are something other than these line segments (although experiments to be mentioned below make this hypothesis unlikely). Learning would be possible in such a case, though it is difficult to see how such large training effects could ever be predicted on this basis alone.
One could also argue that learning occurs because subjects require time to identify and learn to use new features other than the internal line segments. This is in one sense a slight variation of the perceptual unitization hypothesis, because the whole character can also be viewed as a feature to be learned and unitized. It may be, however, that in the stimuli exist features that the system has already learned to process but that are not at first recognized as such. Learning could consist of finding such preexisting features rather than forming new perceptual features or perceptual wholes.
The finding that CM and VM visual search appears similar under certain conditions needs to be separated from the specific assumptions of Fisher's (1982 Fisher's ( , 1986 models. First, similar performance in the two training conditions does not logically imply that subjects are using the same mechanisms in CM and VM search. Our previous results, in fact, suggest that differences between CM and VM training may be masked under certain conditions (Experiment Ic). Furthermore, although the asymptotic data from the novel-stimulus experiment are clearly compatible with Fisher's model, they are also compatible with a number of other models. Because the stimuli in our CM and VM sets are uniformly similar, for example, any model that assumes search efficiency is primarily determined by similarity relations among the stimuli would predict the same pattern of results. Without introducing variation on irrelevant features, it is difficult to differentiate between the predictions of Fisher's (1986) model and other models of similarity in search. Figures 6 and 7) show large differences between search through heterogeneous distractors and search through homogeneous distractors. These differences confirm the predictions of Duncan and Humphreys (1989), implicating effects of within-display similarity above and beyond those of interalternative similarity. That is, the subjects must be prepared for all the distractors prior to each trial, and it is the similarity within each display that produces the large effects. Effects of display similarity are consistent with the proposal by Duncan and Humphreys (1989) that perceptual parsing is a basis for the effect. Also consistent with this view is the observation that the effects of homogeneity occur from the outset of training, presumably before the characters have become unitized. An alternative explanation for the effects of homogeneity is that it is somehow easier to organize a search strategy for homogeneous distractors than for heterogeneous distractors, despite the fact that the average number of comparisons for the two conditions should be the same across displays. Perhaps feature comparison strategies for heterogeneous trials are simply more confusing and require a greater cognitive capacity. Although this assumption is not a part of Fisher's (1986) model, it represents a plausible extension. Whatever the explanation for the homogeneous advantage, it is noteworthy that the effect occurs from the outset of training, so that the processes underlying the homogeneous advantage do not themselves require a long period of learning.
Finally, the results of this experiment (see
EXPERIMENT 2b
In an attempt to gain further insight into the processes underlying the observed training effects, we switched our subjects to a series of sessions (Experiment 2b) with the same stimuli but involving a different degree of featural overlap between targets and distractors. Because the stimulus sets in the first experiment were disjoint, we were able to change the featural overlap between targets and distractors without changing the subjects' familiarity with the stimuli. To do this, we repaired each subject's VM targets with the distractors from their former CM set.
METHOD
Subjects
The same 2 subjects participated in Experiments 2a and 2b.
Stimuli and apparatus
The apparatus and stimuli were the same as for Experiment 2a. However, the assignment of stimuli to training sets and mapping conditions was changed. In this manipulation, each subject's former VM targets were assigned to the role of CM targets. The distractors for these four new CM (formerly VM) targets were the distractors from the subject's former CM set. A sample repairing is shown in Figure 8 , along with the subject's original stimulus sets used in Experiment 2a. Note that the present targets (taken from the former VM set) have zero overlap of internal line segments with the present distractors (taken from the former CM set).
Design
We used an 8 
Procedure
The procedure was identical to that in Experiment la.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
An important aspect of this manipulation is that there is no longer any feature overlap between targets and distractors in this condition. If subjects were in fact using a feature comparison process, and the features were the three internal line segments, then this manipulation should lead to a relatively sudden and dramatic improvement in search performance, because any feature chosen would end the search. Alternatively, one might want to couch predictions in terms of similarity. If one's model of similarity would lead to the prediction that targetdistractor similarity will be significantly lower in Experiment 2b because of the complete lack of feature overlap, then one would again expect a sharp improvement in search. Figure 9 shows the pre-and posttransfer average slopes. These slopes decline, as one might expect. However, this decline does not appear to be the result of a sudden decrease in featural overlap, because it occurs gradually, over a period of 15 days of training. 
VM Targets
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These results seem more compatible with an account based on perceptual unitization than with an account based on feature search (e.g., Fisher, 1986; Treisman & Gelade, 1980) or similarity (e.g., Duncan & Humphreys, 1989 ). According to the unitization account, subjects process whole characters rather than individual features; if so, the internal featural overlap among the stimuli may not be noticed, at least initially. As subjects gradually learn the relevant differences between targets and distractors in these conditions, performance improvement could be due to a switch from a holistic to a feature-based processing mode. Much of the above reasoning relies on the assumption that the features the subjects are using in the search task are the three internal line segments in the stimuli. It is possible, however, that subjects are searching for unanticipated emergent features (e.g., Pomerantz, Pristach, & Carson, 1989). The line segments may have formed configural features with the external frames (e.g., "boxlike shape in upper left"). To test the extent to which the line segments were relevant to the search task, we tested subjects in additional sessions in which we removed the external frames from the stimuli.
EXPERIMENT 2c
If subjects were using features other than the internal line segments, we would expect to see a decrement in performance with the removal of the frames. To reestablish a baseline, subjects were trained in CM and VM using the stimulus sets from the original novel stimulus experiment. After 5 days of retraining on the old stimuli, training was continued with the stimulus frames removed.
METHOD
Subjects
The same 2 subjects participated in Experiments 2a, 2b, and 2c.
Stimuli and apparatus
The same apparatus, stimuli, and stimulus sets were used as in Experiment 2a, except that the external frames were removed from each stimulus. This reduced the average number of dots per character by 58. The size of the stimuli remained the same.
Design and procedure
The design and procedure were identical to those in Experiment la.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of removing the external frames from the stimuli are shown in Figure 10 .
The data show no evidence of a disruption in search following the removal of the stimulus frames; in fact, search gets gradually faster. One explanation for this improvement is that the stimuli appear less similar with the redundant frame removed: Featural overlap has again been decreased. These data also suggest that the stimulus characteristics governing subjects' search performance are present in the three line segments alone and limit the plausibility of the hypothesis that in Experiments 2a and 2b subjects used alternative, emergent features that include part of the boundary.
It is noteworthy that CM performance improves and becomes superior to VM performance in this experiment. This lends credence to the view that automatic attention attraction develops only when the task becomes perceptually easy, as presumably takes place when the frames are removed from the stimuli. The results from the homogeneous condition are particularly interesting in that slopes eventually drop close to zero for the negative trials, and are not much larger for the positive trials. It seems clear that a parallel automatic process (i.e., "popout") occurs in this case. If a single explanation for the homogeneous advantage in the experiments with both the framed and unframed stimuli is sought, then a speedup of the rate of attentive search would not be an acceptable hypothesis. A speedup of search rate would also be unable to explain the fact that the negative (target-absent) slopes drop below the positive (target-present) slopes in the homogeneous condition. In fact, the reversal of the relationship between target-present/target-absent slopes suggests a qualitative shift in the mode of processing. We will suggest possible mechanisms for this shift in the General Discussion section below.
Daily Slopes Before and After Removal of External
Before discussing models of visual search in more detail, we take up the important issue of training effects in memory search. Automatism theory proposes distinct mechanisms for the differences between CM and VM in memory as opposed to visual search. In visual search, automatism theory predicts that attention will be automatically attracted to CM targets and automatically repelled by CM distractors. In memory search, on the other hand, automatism theory proposes that stimuli that are consistently grouped together as either CM targets or CM distractors will eventually be coded as a single category, requiring only a single comparison in a search task. If this account is accurate, the relationship between training and familiarity might be quite different in memory search compared with visual search. To establish this distinction, however, it is necessary to carry out a memory search study contrasting CM and VM performance in which we equate experience with particular sets of targets and distractors in the two training conditions.
A Test of Theories of Memory Search
Because many of the training results from these visual search studies differ from those traditionally found in memory search, it is important to run a memory search experiment equating the number of targetdisplay combinations exposed in CM and VM. Under these controls would CM-VM differences become greatly reduced in memory search also? According to automatism theory, it is predicted that, as in hybrid search, memory search in CM conditions will become automatic during training, so that RTs will end up largely independent of the number of items in the memory set. In VM, however, little or no training effect should emerge over sessions, and RTs should remain heavily dependent upon the size of the memory set-typical of controlled, serial search.
EXPERIMENT 3
METHOD
Subjects
Eight paid subjects, 21 to 28 years of age, participated in this experiment; 1 of these subjects had participated in Experiments la, b, and c.
Stimuli and apparatus
For CM, each subject was assigned two sets of six letters each. One set was designated the CM target set, and the other set was designated the CM distractor set. In VM, one set of six letters made up both the target and distractor set for any given subject.
For a memory set size of one (M = 1) in CM, one target was chosen randomly from the target set for memory set presentation. If it was a positive trial, this letter was shown during the test display. If it was a negative trial, one letter was randomly selected from a randomly chosen five of the six possible distractors. Once this set of five distractors was chosen, it was consistently the distractor set for this memory set item throughout training. In VM, for M = 1, one target was randomly chosen from the six letters in the VM set to make up the memory set. If it was a target-present trial, this letter was presented during the test display. If it was a negative trial, one letter was chosen from the remaining five letters in the VM set.
For a memory set size of two (M = 2) in CM, two target letters were randomly chosen from the CM target set to make up the memory set. If it was a positive trial, one of these two possible target letters was randomly chosen to appear in the test display. If it was a target-absent trial, one letter was randomly chosen from a randomly chosen group of four of the six possible CM distractors. Once the group of four distractors was chosen, they remained the distractors for that particular memory set throughout training. In VM, for M = 2, two target letters were randomly chosen from the VM stimulus set for memory set presentation. If it was a positive trial, one of these two letters was chosen randomly to appear in the test display. If it was a negative trial, one of the remaining four letters in the VM stimulus set was randomly chosen to occur in the test display.
For CM, M = 3, three letters were randomly chosen from the CM target set to appear as the memory set. If it was a target-present trial, one of the three was randomly chosen to appear as the test stimulus. If it was a negative trial, one letter was randomly chosen from a randomly chosen subset of three CM distractors. Again, once the three distractors were chosen, they remained the distractors for that particular CM memory set throughout training. In VM, when M = 3, three letters were chosen randomly from the VM stimulus set to make up the memory set. If it was a positive trial, one of the three was randomly chosen to appear as the test stimulus. If it was a negative trial, one of the three remaining VM stimulus set letters was randomly chosen as the test stimulus.
This method of memory set and test stimulus selection was carried out so that an equal number of target-display combinations occurred in CM and VM in any one memory set size. Therefore, any differences that emerged between the two conditions could not be attributed to this factor.
Design
The design consisted of a 2 (Mapping) x 3 (Memory Set Size) x 2 (Target Presence) x 60 (Replications per Condition) factorial. The levels of each factor were stimulus-response mapping (CM and VM), memory set size (1, 2, or 3), target presence or absence, and 60 replications per condition, for 720 trials in a given session. The only factor blocked was the mapping factor, so that each block in a session had 360 trials. Which block occurred first, CM or VM, was determined randomly by the computer for each subject for each session. All other variables were presented randomly. The dependent variables were RT and percent errors.
Procediure
Subjects were tested singly on consecutive days for nine sessions. At the beginning of each trial, a central fixation x appeared, which was used only as a trial marker. When subjects were ready to begin the trial, they hit a key to remove the marker. After 300 ms, the memory set was displayed on the screen. The memory set consisted of 1, 2, or 3 lowercase letters, leftjustified, and located 5 cm above the location of the fixation x. The memory set remained on the screen until the subjects indicated by keypress that they had memorized the set. After a 500 ms delay, the test stimulus appeared, 5 cm below the location of the fixation x, in the center of the bottom of the screen. Subjects were to decide if the test stimulus was a member of that trial's memory set as quickly and accurately as possible, by hitting the YES or NO key. If an error was made, a warning bell rang three times, and a 300 ms delay occurred prior to the presentation of the next trial's fixation x. If no error occurred, the fixation x was presented immediately after the response. At the end of each session, the subjects were shown their average RT and percent correct for that session. Each session lasted approximately 1 hr.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The functions relating average RTs, and error rates, to display size for Sessions 1-9 are shown in Figure 11 . The slope data for each session were analyzed by a separate ANOVA, including the factors of subject, session, mapping, and target presence. Significant main effects of mapping, F(1, 7) = 14.197, p < .01, and target presence, F(1, 7) = 13.732, p < .01, were observed. CM conditions had significantly faster search rates than VM conditions, and search rates for positive trials were significantly faster than for negative trials. These were the only significant results that emerged from the analysis.
In general, then, we have shown that in memory search, subjects can (partly) automatize CM, but not VM target detection. In VM, slopes do not decrease with training, in contrast to what had been found in Experiment 1 using visual search. Large CM-VM differences emerged in this pure memory search task, with the same kinds of stimulus set controls used in Experiments 1 and 2. VM positive and negative functions are parallel over sessions, suggestive of serial, exhaustive search, as is typically reported in memory search (Sternberg, 1969) . Also, VM slopes are in the right range typically reported for search in these conditions (e.g., Kristofferson, 1972) , and are suggestive of attentive search.
In summary, Experiment 3 replicated the well-documented finding that memory search for CM targets becomes automatic with training and that memory search for VM stimuli remains serial and exhaustive over large amounts of training. This finding was observed in a study equating occurrences of particular combinations of targets and distractors between VM and CM.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The present research, in combination with results in the extant literature, suggests a number of distinct factors that play important roles in visual search and learning effects in visual search:
Attentional, limited-capacity search This is the type of search typically associated with VM training. The rate of search with large set sizes is usually about 30-60 ms per comparison, and search is assumed to be self-terminating. Differences in the rate of search may be related to similarity relations among the targets and distractors. This type of search appears to be used as a default when more efficient search mechanisms (such as automatic or preattentive target detection) are unavailable.
At the present time, it remains plausible to argue that the rate of comparisons in this type of search may not respond to training. Training effects are more likely a result of changes in subjects' ability to organize an optimal comparison strategy or of changes in the level at which search is accomplished (e.g., search for individual features vs. search for unitized conjunctions). The level at which attentive search operates depends, at the least, on the nature of the stimulus set (in particular, the featural composition), the levels at which unitization has occurred, and the strength and accuracy of the unitization at those levels. In tasks using letters as stimuli, attentive search will usually operate at the level of whole, unitized letters, primarily because feature search would be complex, requiring sequential ordering of different feature comparisons. However, feature-based search may be used with letter sets for which targets and distractors are distinguishable on the basis of simple features. Also, it seems to be possible to learn to use feature-based searches in certain conditions in which a single feature will not suffice, as suggested by Fisher (1986) . This may occur after extended training on small sets of letters; in Experiment la, for example, it was observed that VM search for characters improved with training. These training effects may well have represented the learning of a partially parallel and unlimited search based on primitive features of the kind proposed by Fisher (1986) . When stimulus sets are relatively small and perceptually discriminable, subjects may gradually learn to use a hierarchical search based on a series of parallel comparisons, each based on a relatively unlimited access to the display for some primitive feature. According to this model, improvement in performance represents a change in the nature of the search rather than a speeding up of the rate of attentive search comparisons.
Training effects may also depend on the degree to which stimuli are unitized. When stimuli are highly similar and conjunctively defined, search at a feature level is costly in terms of processing time and cognitive load. With extended training, subjects may learn to unitize conjunctively defined stimuli, and attentive search may operate at the level of the conjunction, the character, or even the word. In the novel stimulus experiment reported in this article, for example, the training effects were consistent with the hypothesis of switch from a search at a featural level to a more efficient conjunctive search at asymptote.
This hypothesis implies that when stimuli share a high degree of featural overlap, search efficiency depends on the level at which unitization has occurred. Thus, whole words might be compared in one operation in some tasks, but nonword strings of letters would have to be compared at the level of characters (at least until the nonword strings are learned, if the task allows this). Similarly, known characters may be the units of comparison in the usual tasks, but novel characters may have to be compared one feature at a time, as in the last study we reported (at least until the novel characters are unitized, when the task allows this). Again, this suggests a qualitative shift in the way stimuli are processed, as opposed to a speeding up of the attentive comparison process itself.
Perceptual unitization
The preceding comments make it clear that perceptual unitization plays a critical role in visual search behavior. We do not yet know much about the process, but it appears to be learned at a relatively slow rate (35 sessions for our novel, similar characters) and more rapidly with greater exposure to stimuli (because VM performance started out superior to CM in our study). It is also clear that unitization by itself does not lead to unlimited parallel processing across displays, because even at the performance asymptote in our novel character study, slopes were high, the ratio of negative-positive slopes was two to one, and VM and CM did not differ. Can a unitized character code ever play the role of a simple feature in search (e.g., the effects studied by Treisman and her colleagues)? This remains to be seen, but present evidence suggests that popout and similar effects will not occur simply as a consequence of unitization.
Character unitization is an extreme form of the learning of conjunctions of features. Although present evidence does not allow us to determine just which kinds of conjunctions are unitized, it is clear that unitization does occur. It benefits search enormously, but chiefly through a reduction in the number of limited-capacity comparisons that must be carried out.
Partitioning of displays into similarity groupings
It is clear that displays are parsed by a relatively primitive perceptual process when the basis for the grouping is a single, simple featural difference (e.g., Julesz & Moffatt, 1984; Treisman & Gelade, 1980) . In fact this idea lies at the heart of Treisman's feature integration theory and provides the basis for preattentive processing. It is at present a bit speculative whether such partitioning can be carried out on the basis of conjunctions of features. Duncan and Humphreys (1989) think that parsing of displays can occur quite generally, on the basis of generalized similarity; they propose a process of weight linkage among similar items that could provide a mechanism for the parsing of displays. If displays tend to be parsed on the basis of general similarity, then parsing provides one means of explicating the differences between homogeneous and heterogeneous distractors.
Suppose that an automatic parallel process partitions visual displays into regions of similar characters. When the partitioning is accomplished on the basis of primitive feature differences (such as a distinct color difference), this process operates with high accuracy, and set size effects largely disappear. When the partitioning is accomplished on the basis of conjunctions of features, or less salient similarity differences, it may occur with much lower accuracy. If so, the partition that occurs could be used as a guide for search, but not as a basis for responding.
Applying these hypotheses to our data, the similarity of the stimuli when the redundant frames are present causes many errors in the partitioning process. In this case an attentive search could be carried out on those items not in the common similarity class. However, when the common class includes all display items, which will occur most often on negative trials, all items will require attentive search. This would produce both a homogeneous advantage (due to the trials on which only a subset of display items need be checked) and an advantage for positive trials (because all items need be checked very seldom on positive trials). On the other hand, when the frames are removed, the partitioning occurs with much greater accuracy. In this case, the presence of a single common class could be used to generate a negative response (producing near zero slopes), whereas the presence of even a single discrepant member might lead to further checking, producing an increased slope for positive trials. This account is admittedly speculative at this point, but deserves further consideration.
Automatic attention attraction
Stimuli are sometimes coded so that they attract attention. When this happens, search is facilitated. Experiments lb and Ic provide evidence for such a process in pure visual search, even when confounds are eliminated. However, the present studies clearly point out limits on the ability to learn and to use such a coding. For example, there is no evidence that such a process operates in the novel character experiment when redundant rectangular borders make the stimuli highly similar and confusable. Similarly, several studies from Czerwinski (1988; not reported in the present article), using larger and more confusable stimulus sets than in Experiment 1, provided no evidence for the automatization of attention attraction. However, when the borders were removed in the study of novel characters, presumably increasing stimulus discriminability, a CM advantage began to appear (see Figure 10) . Such a finding suggests that automatic attention attraction began to play a role.
Because automatic attention attraction is learned gradually, it will usually operate with less than perfect efficiency, even in those cases where learning does occur. As a result, automatic attention attraction will most often be useful as a supplement to, rather than a replacement for, other search mechanisms (one such mechanism being attentive, limited-capacity search). Also, the speed of automatic attention attraction may well be as slow or slower than attentive search (at least for small display sizes), so that even if such automatization takes place, significant performance gains may not be seen. One way to demonstrate the operation of automatic attention attraction was used in Experiment Ic: A dual task presumably reduced the efficacy of attentive search, allowing automatic attention attraction to play a larger role.
Summation of simple feature maps
Studies by Wolfe, Cave, and Franzel (1989), Cohen and Ivry (1990) , and others have shown that targets defined by conjunctions can pop out of visual displays if the stimuli are spaced far enough apart. For example, one can easily detect a blue X in a display of blue O's and red X's if the stimuli are sparsely distributed. This effect occurs with little or no training, and does not occur when the subject is asked to search both for the conjunction stimulus and its inverse (e.g., if the subject in the above example must also search for a red 0). Such results suggest that the basis for the effect is not automatic attention attraction, or parsing of displays according to similarity. However, if a spatial map for locations of blue objects is superimposed on a spatial map for locations of X objects, for example, the target location might have a double intensity, allowing the target to pop out (see Wolfe et al., 1989 ).
Effects of similarity on search
Similarity could have implications for the rate of attentive search, and for the effects of training on search. Because models of visual similarity are not yet specified in sufficient detail, it is difficult to know whether an account of search couched in terms of similarity represents a different approach than that represented by the factors we have outlined above. Even if one accepts that search is affected by the factors we have outlined, similarity among items could alter the magnitude of the influence of each factor. With better and more specific models of similarity, it may prove possible to disentangle these thorny issues.
Toward a Model of Automatism and Automati7ztion in Visual Search
The results of these experiments emphasize the importance of identifying different effects of training on visual search, and different types of automatic processes in visual search. Consider the encoding processes that occur when a given stimulus is presented in the visual field. Very early, there is automatic encoding of primitive features, such as color and orientation. Such analysis is probably mandatory and does not need to be learned. This type of encoding presumably underlies the preattentive processes in search studied extensively by Treisman (e.g., Treisman & Gelade, 1980) . These simple features apparently lie in spatial maps that can be superimposed; under the right conditions, these can be summed in corresponding positions in a way that allows conjunctions to be detected in unlimited fashion (e.g., Cohen & Ivry, 1990; Wolfe et al., 1989).
At a somewhat higher level, conjunctions of features can be learned with sufficient consistent practice, up to and most typically including the conjunction representing the visual object itself. This represents a kind of perceptual unitization, but the strength of this automatic encoding must almost always be less than that of primitive feature coding, because it tends to produce few if any of the strong search effects associated with simple feature coding (e.g., Treisman & Vieira, 1990) . Such encoding does allow the visual search to proceed on the basis of character codes rather than feature codes, considerably enhancing performance in cases when the need to process conjunctions, or highly similar features, makes search on the basis of simple features inefficient. Such learned codes include alphabetic characters and probably common words. Of course, one can learn to unitize novel characters as well, as shown in the last study described in this article (and letters and words were of course novel at one time as well).
Another code that can be assigned automatically after consistent practice is a category code representing membership in a memory set; such a code allows memory search (in pure or hybrid tasks) to proceed as if the memory set contained a single item. This code is of less use in visual search, because finding a category code among other category codes is not necessarily easier than finding, say, a visual character code among other visual character codes.
A code that does help visual search is a code that calls for attention to be given to the item, or calls for attention to be repelled from the item. This coding can be learned after consistent practice, at least if the task difficulty and similarity of items is not too great. This automatic attention attraction seems not to produce effects of enormous magnitude in visual search, but still plays an important and demonstrable role.
It seems likely that displays are parsed by a relatively automatic process into regions of similar stimuli. This certainly occurs with great speed and accuracy when the basis for the parsing is a difference along a single primitive dimension such as color (Carter, 1982; Treisman & Gelade, 1980) . Such a partitioning may also occur, though in less efficient and accurate fashion, among conjunctively defined stimulus sets. If so, this partitioning could help explain the advantages of display homogeneity in the novel stimulus experiment reported in this article.
All of these types of codes can be used as the basis for a limitedcapacity, attentive search process. The way in which the codes are used, and the order of usage, will determine the level of search performance. Thus even training using varied mapping can lead to better search by improving these factors, explaining the improvements in VM performance in Experiments 1 and 2 (albeit for different reasons in the two cases). The determinants of the rate at which search operates, aside from the issue of which search factors are in operation, is not quite clear at this stage of development of the field. It may be that similarity relations among items play an important role in addition to those acting through the factors we have outlined. This issue must be left to future research.
The model of visual search to which we have been led has multiple processes. The existence of multiple processes helps to explain the proliferation of different theories in the field, and the apparent inconsistency among many studies. The present qualitative attempt to build a multiprocess theory is still somewhat speculative, and must be tested more carefully in future research. At the least, we hope that the present treatment of the issues in the field clarifies the processes likely to be occurring in visual search. In particular, the identification of factors affecting learning should prove useful for future progress.
